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1.0 INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the military services have faced a supply-

limited market'for manpower of all types. It is commonly agreed

that this situation is due principally to the elimination, in 1973, of

the draft system for obtaining manpower. Because prospects for

renewal of the draft are uncertain, continued tightness in military manpower

markets is likely.

Headquartered at Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, as a part

of Air Training Command, the Air Force Recruiting Service (ATC/RS)

is positioning itself so as to be able to continue to meet the Air Force's

needs for manpower even under today's difficult recruiting conditions.

To do this, ATC/RS is making a number of operational improvements:

0 better definition of the manpower markets;

0 better recruiting techniques;

improved efficiency of recruiting managements

at several levels.

An example of an improvement of the first of the above types is the

ATC/RS's support and use of the "National Recruit Market Network" --

* a data base on various manpower markets. An example of an improve-

ment of the second type is the PROMIS system. This is a computer-

driven interviewing technique whereby recruiters can deal with poten-

tial recruits on an individual basis. An example of an improvement

Periods of surplus in manpower markets have occurred from
time to time, most often together with economic dips in the
civilian sector or with population anomalies (e.g., the baby
boom). Such periods have been few and brief.
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of the third type is the resource utilization decision tool described

in this report.

The Markov Resource Utilization Decision Aid for the Air

Force Recruiting Service (hereafter called the Air Force Recruit-

ing Aid (AFRA)) is a tool that recruiting managements at several

levels can use to assist them in allocating scarce resources, in

assigning recruiting goals, and otherwise in performing their duties.

The aid, which is computer-driven, is based on a mathematical

model of the recruiting process. The aid should be tested and eval-

uated before being turned over to the Air Force Recruiting Service

for operational use; therefore, the aid must be considered experi-

mental at this point in time. Tests to examine the model's opera-

tional capabilities will be conducted at AFHRL.

An overview of the aid is given in Chapter 2 of this report.

This overview briefly describes the general structure of the aid

and indicates how it works. In particular, the aid's two principal

modules -- a computational module and a display module -- are

described. In Chapter 3, the aid's computational module is pre-

sented. Included here is a description of the recruiting model

upon which the module (and indeed the entire aid) is based. In

Chapter 4, the aid's display module is described. In Chapter 5,

the utility of the aid is illustrated by giving an example. In Chap.

ter 6, a description of appropriate directions for the continued

development of the aid is presented.

* 4
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Z. 0 THE AIR FORCE RECRUITING AID -- AN EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

The Air Force Recruiting Aid (AFRA) is a tool that recruit-

ing managements at several levels can use to assist them in allocat-

ing scarce resources to their subordinate recruiting organizations,

in assigning recruiting goals to them, and otherwise in performing

their duties.

AFRA is computer-driven in either batch or interactive mode.

It is tolerant of user errors.

AFRA is runnable on one category of recruits at a time. The

definition of this category is open to the user through selection of

appropriate inputs. For example, the user could run the aid on

unmarried high-school-graduates of ages between 17 and 21.

AFRA is modular in structure. There are two principal

modules to the aid: a computational module and a display module.

The computational module, the heart of which is a mathematical

model of the recruiting process, does most of the computations.

* The display module post-processes the computational module's

output and displays the results to the user.

In this chapter we give an overview of AFRA. In Section

2. 1, we describe the aid's modular structure. In Section 2. 2, we

describe the aid's algorithms -- that is, we indicate how the aid

works.

5



2. 1 Structure of the Aid

Figure 2. 1 shows the overall structure of AFRA. As shown,

the aid consists of two modules: a computational module and a dis-

play module. These modules are implemented by independent (i. e.,

separately runnable) computer programs. The computational mod-

ule:

0 accepts inputs from a user;

* computes certain raw outputs;

* writes the raw outputs to a semi-permanent "raw

Ioutput file" on disk for later access by the display

module.

A user can elect to run the computational module in either batch or

interactive mode. The display module:

0 accesses a raw output file previously created by

the computational module;

* post-processes the raw outputs to produce "finished

outputs;"

* displays the finished outputs to the user on one or

more display terminals.

The display module is runnable only in interactive mode.

The recruiting aid has several kinds of raw and post-

processed outputs. Perhaps the single most important kind of

* Ioutput of the aid is an assessment of the probabilities that various

numbers of recruits (of some specific category) will be obtained

1:" 6
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]Figure 2. 1. Structural design of the recruiting aid.
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by all of the subordinate recruiting organizations over a number of

months of time that can be as much as a year. This assessment

is given as a function of the policy that the recruiting management

follows, as specified by the user, with respect to:

0 assigning quotas to the subordinate recruiting

organizations over time;

0 allocating advertising funds to the subordinate

recruiting organizations over time;

* allocating other resources (e.g., recruiters) to
9

the subordinate recruiting organizations over time.

The aid can also produce as output, if the user so requests, policies

of the above kinds that are jointly "optimal" in a meaningful sense.

These outputs can be useful to a recruiting management in determin-

ing which particular policies of the above types to adopt.

The inputs to the aid are of two kinds: control inputs and

data inputs. The data inputs for the computational module include:

0 number of subordinate recruiting organizations;

0 number of recruits of the category of interest that

the Air Force desires over a certain period of time

(typically, a year);

"difficulty of recruiting" for this category of recruits

for each of the subordinate recruiting organizations;

i "recruiting effectiveness" for this category for each

of the subordinate recruiting organizations;

8
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0 parameters associated with advertising effectiveness

for this category;

0 parameters associated with market potentials for

this category.

The computational module also has a full range of control inputs

that offer a user considerable flexibility in controlling the module.

e. g., a user can arrange for the module either to do all the compu-

tations normally associated with a run, or to redo part of the com-

putations done by an earlier run. All inputs to the display module

are control inputs. Using these, a user of the display module can

select:

0 the kind of information to be displayed;

0 the type of information to be displayed;

* the amount of information to be displayed.

These inputs are all described in more detail elsewhere in this

report.

2. 2 Algorithms of the Aid

The aid is based on a mathematical model of the recruiting

process. This model is embedded in the computational module.

The recruiting model is:

* systems- theoretic;

* analytic;

* stochastic;

0 dynamic.

9



The model is systems-theoretic in that the "most important" ele-

ments of the recruiting process are represented in the model. The

model is analytic in that it is based on analytic expressions and equa-

tions rather than being, say, a Monte-Carlo simulation or a people-

driven participation exercise. The model is stochastic in character,

as opposed to being deterministic in character. Finally, the model

is dynamic in that it represents processes and decisionmaking over

a span of time.

* The aid's computational module is computationally intensive.

"Large" problems require several hours of CPU time on the UNIVAC

1108 even when certain time-reducing options are selected. Large

problems, therefore, are usually run in batch mode during non-

prime time.

01om
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3.0 THE COMPUTATIONAL MODULE

The computational module of the Air Force Recruiting Aid:

0 accepts inputs from a user;

* computes certain raw outputs;

* writes the outputs to an output file.

A user of the module may elect to run it in either interactive or

batch mode.

In this chapter, a macro-description of the recruiting aid's

computational module is presented. The description here is "macro"

in that it describes the module in terms of its structure, outputs,

inputs, and algorithms.

3.1 Structure of the Computational Module

Figure 3. 1 shows the computational module's major lines of

user control and information flow. As shown, a user of the module

controls it and provides data to it through a control/input dialogue.

If the users choose to run the module in interactive mode, the

module prompts them to make all necessary inputs. If the users

choose to run in batch mode, they place this information in a disk

file which is then accessed by the module. Thus, to run the compu-

tational module in batch mode, a user must be familiar enough with

it to be able to provide all required information without being proipted.

* .1

- , *.* *
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COMMAND

FI LE

PUMTE COMTROL/
PARAETER INPUT DIALOG

GET VALUES PROVIDE
AND DECISIONS PSYCHOLOGICAL

WRITE RESULTS OUTPUT

TO RAW OUTPUT
FILE

GET
PROBABILITIES

SUMMARIZE RUN
STATISTICS

FOR BATCH-MODE RUNS

Figure 3. 1 Computational module's major lines of user
control and information flow.
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After the module gets all the inputs it needs, it goes on to

compute certain raw outputs (these are the "values" and probabili-

ties" in Figure 3. 1) and to write them out to a raw output file. The

module also provides "psychological outputs" to interactive-mode

users in real time during the run to inform them as to the run's status.

Figure 3. 2 shows a typical raw output file. This file -- a

semi-permanent disk file -- is accessible by the display module.

These raw output files all have the same format and information

content, as indicated in the figure.

3.2 Algorithms of the Computational Module

There are three principal algorithms by means of which the

computational module converts inputs into outputs:

0 an algorithm for defining and determining the "diffi-

culty of recruiting" for a recruiting organization;

* an algorithm for defining and determining the "recruit-

* ing effectiveness" of a recruiting organization;

* an algorithm for estimating the recruiting results of

a group of recruiting organizations as a function of:

management policy as to assigning quotas for

recruits to the subordinate recruiting organiza-

tions;

13



"HEADER" CONTAINS

- CREATOR'S ID
- DATE AND TIME CREATED
- INDICATION OF WHETHER OR NOT DECISIONS ARE

OPTIMAL
- RUN PARAMETERS

- INFORMATION ON STATE STRUCTURE

"COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS" CONTAINS

- VALUES
- DECISIONS (OPTIMAL OR NOT)
- PROBABILITIES OF STATE OCCUPANCIES

Figure 3. 2 Format of computational module's raw
output disk files.
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management policy as to allocating advertising

funds to the recruiting organizations;

other factors (e. g., distribution of recruiting

personnel among recruiting organizations).

The third of the above listed algorithms, which utilizes the other

two, is based on a mathematical model of the recruiting process.

This model is the heart of the computational module and, indeed,

of the entire Air Force recruiting aid.

3. 2. 1 Difficulty of Recruiting Algorithm

We define the difficulty d(k) of recruiting at time k (for a

particular recruiting organization and a certain category of recruits)

as

k

Z v pop(A) - pot(A)

A=k-N pop(A)
d(k) k(1)

vA
Lk-N

whe re

N a constant;

pop(A) = the raw population of eligible age during time period A;

* pot(l) = the "market potential" during time period A;

v = weight for the Ath time period.

15
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With this definition, a difficulty of recruiting is a moving estimate

of the fraction of an area's eligible population that may be reason-

ably considered as being available for military service. The con-

stant N determines the width of the time window over which the d(k)

will be estimated. The weights vI allow the user to weight different

time points differently when calculating the d(k); typically, the more

recent time points would be more heavily weighted than the older

time points. The raw population figures pop(t) are available as raw

data. The market potential figures pot(A) are computable from raw

data, as is explained in Section 3. 3 on inputs to the computational
module.

Each d(k) is a number between 0 and 1, with small values

corresponding to low difficulties and large values to high difficulties.

3. Z. 2 Recruiter Effectiveness Algorithm

We define the effectiveness e(k) of a recruiting organization

at time k (for a certain category of recruits) as

k
E w *d (A) sh(A)/pot(I)

e(k) = k-M ()
k
IV% w

A=k-M

whe re:

M = a constant;

= a constant between 0 and 1;

16
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h(I) number of recruits actually obtained by the group

during time period A;

pot(A) = the "market potential" during time period 1;

W, -- weight for the .th time period.

As with the difficulties of recruiting, the recruiter effectivenesses

defined above are moving estimates of "success" for a recruiting

organization. The constant M determines the width of the time win-

dow for the estimates. The weights w allow the user to weight dif-

ferent time points differently, with recent time points typically being

4" weighted more heavily than old ones. The purpose of the param-

eter P in formula (2) is to keep the value of the recruiter effective-

ness e(k) well away from zero for all typical values of the difficulty

measures d(f). (This P can be set to I for test purposes, but should

later be set to some value 0 < f8 < 1 on the basis of the observed

behavior of the functions e(*)). The numbers h(L) should be readily

available as raw historical data. The computation of the market

potentials pot(I) is explained in Section 3. 3 on inputs to the compu-

tational module.

Notice that, as with the difficulty of recruiting d(k), each

recruiter effectivenesses e(k) is a number between 0 and 1, with

small values corresponding to low effectivenesses and large values

to high effectivenesses. Notice also that the effectiveness e(k) of a

recruiting organization as defined above depends on the difficulties

of d(l) of recruiting for the organization for times 1 !9 k. The man-

ner of dependence of the e(k) upon these d(A) is such that a recruit-

ing organization that does not obtain a large number of recruits over

17
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a span of time can still rate as being highly effective as long as the

organization's difficulty of recruiting is high, as is reasonable.

The recruiter effectivenesses e(k) characterize not only

the effectiveness of each recruiting organization individually, but

also that of the recruiting system as a whole. Occasi.nally, a user

of AFRA may wish to determine the effect on the aid's output :f

making a hypothetical change in the distribution of numbers and

talent among the several organizations -- a change which, if actually

* made, would probably result in new recruiter effectivenesses e(k).

Within limits, it seems reasonable to estimate the new

recruiter effectivenesses e(k) that would result from such a redis-

tribution of recruiters by imagining that recruiting effectiveness

is a portable and transferable commodity. With this in mind, con-

sider a situation involving two recruiting organizations, and let n.
I

and e. denote the number of assigned recruiting personnel, and theI

. effectiveness, for organization i, i = 1, 2. Suppose that we wish

. . to estimate what the effect of transferring m recruiting personnel

from organization 1 to organization 2 (wi.ere m is "small") would

be on the effectivenesses of these organizations. We suggest that

these new effectivenesses can be taken as

m m

new e I  olde - el, new e old e +--e
1 n1  2 n1  1

18
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3. 2. 3 The Air Force Recruiting Model

In this section the model of the recruiting process that is

the heart of the Air Force recruiting aid is presented. In Section

3.2.3.1, the actual recruiting process is described. In Section

3. 2. 3. 2, the model of this process is presented.

3.2. 3. 1 The Actual Recruiting Process

The actual Air Force recruiting process has, as do many

military functions, a hierarchy of managements. The management

structure for the recruiting process is shown in Figure 3. 3.

As the figure shows, the highest level of management for

the recruiting process i i the Headquarters, Air Force Recruiting

Service (ATC/RS), with offices at Randolph Air Force Base, Texas.

The recruiting organizations directly subordinate to the ATC/RS

are called "recruiting groups. " Currently, there are five recruit-

ing groups, each comprising a number of states and parts thereof.

The recr,-,ting organizations directly subordinate to the groups are

called "squadrons. " The recruiting organizations directly subordi-

nate to the squadrons are called "flights," and those subordinate to

the flights are called "offices. " The recruiting function per se

occurs at office level.

nate recruiting organizations under any one management have the

same characteristics. Thus, for example, some of the recruiting

groups have larger markets for potential enlistees than others,

some are larger in physical area than others, and some have higher

19
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Figure 3. 3 Organization of Air Force Recruiting Service.
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"difficulties of recruiting" and "recruiter effectivenesses" than

others (see Sections 3. 2. 1 and 3. 2. 2 for definitions of these latter

quantities).

In the current scheme of things, the Headquarters of the Air

Force determines, at the beginning of each year, its need for recruits

of various types and communicates these needs for the Headquarters

of the Air Force Recruiting Service. This headquarters also pro-

vides to the ATC/RS, in addition to recruiting personnel and other

fixed resources, certain discretionary resources such as funds for

spot advertising purposes. The ATC/RS, upon receiving this infor-

mation and these discretionary resources, establishes quotas for

enlistees for each group on a month-by-month basis, and allocates

its discretionary resources to the groups for further disbursement

to the subordinate squadrons on a similar schedule. The squadrons,

similarly, assign enlistment quotas and allocate resources to the

flights, and the flights similarly to the offices.

3. 2. 3. 2 A Model of the Recruiting Process

In this model of the actual Air Force recruiting process,

° focus is on the interface between some one recruiting management

and all of its directly subordinate recruiting organizations. Thus

this model of recruiting can deal with the interface between the Head-

quarters of the Air Force Recruiting Service and its subordinate

Sometimes a recruiting group or squadron retains a portion of
the resources that are allocated to it by a higher level of man-
agement for its own use, or for the benefit of all of its subordi-
nate recruiting organizations (as in an area-wide advertising
campaign).
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recruiting groups. Alternatively, the model can represent the inter-

face between a particular recruiting group and its subordinate squad-

rons, or between a particular squadron and its subordinate flights,

or between a particular flight and its subordinate offices.

It is also important to consider in this model two recruiting

subprocesses:

the subprocess that involves a recruiting management

assigning quotas for enlistees of each type to its sub-

ordinate recruiting organizations;

* the subproccss that involves a recruiting management

allocating discretionary resources to its subordinate

recruiting organizations.

The model additionally represents other recruiting subprocesses,

such as the distribut:on of recruiting personnel among recruiting

organizations. But these other subprocesses are not represented

in as rich a degree of detail as those listed above.

The process by which a recruiting management obtains

-recruits through the efforts of a collection of subordinate recruiting

organizations is modeled as a vector-valued, management-controllable

stochastic pure birth process, as illustrated in Figure 3. 4. This

model can also be described as being a vector-valued Markov deci-

sion process with monotone non-decreasing state components. This

representation is central to the recruiting model and, indeed, to the

* The current model is limited to representing only the case

where the discretionary resources are funds to be used for
advertising purposes.
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entire recruiting aid. General discussions of birth processes and

Markov decision processes may be found in Feller [1], and Howard

[2] or [3].

In this recruiting model, time ,3 taken as being discrete.

Typically, time is considered as moving in one-month jumps. It has

been convenient to number time periods in inverse order so that, for

example, time 12 corresponds to the beginning of time for the model,

and time 0 corresponds to a year later.

In this model, "births" correspond, of course, to accessions

(i.e., enlistees being gained by the recruiting organizations): these

occur in a stochastic (in fact, Markovian) fashion over time. Acces-

sions are taken as being vector-valued instead of scalar-valued

because several recruiting organizations obtain recruits for the

recruiting management rather than just one. Accessions are

management-controllable in the sense that the management can

influence the probab listic laws that govern the way in which they

occur over time by exercising controls on the subordinate recruit-

ing organizations of types that have been mentiont.d earlier: the

assigning of monthly quotas to the recruiting organizations, and

the allocating of monthly advertising funds to the recruiting organ-.,.

izations.

Note that the recruiting process could be modeled more gen-

erally as a stochastic birth/death process, the "deaths" corres-

ponding to losses of enlistees prior to some point in time where

they are no longer of interest for recruiting purposes. Such a

model, however, seems unnecessarily elaborate at this early
stage.
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Currently, the model can represent a recruiting (sub)system

with a recruiting management and at most five subordinate recruit-

ing organizations. Also, the current model can portray a time span

of at most 12 time points. These limits, which arise from compu-

tational considerations, are hardwired into the recruiting model.

They are discussed later in Section 3. 2. 3.2. 8.

To completely describe a controllable stochastic birth pro-

cess (alternatively, a Markov decision process), one must specify:

* the "states" of the process;

0 a time horizon for the process;

* the rewards/penalties to be associated with changes

of state;

0 the controls for the process;

* the state transition probabilities as a function of

the controls.

We shall take up each of these items below. In the discussion to

follow, we shall assume a maximal case: a recruiting (sub)system

consisting of a central recruiting management and five subordinate

recruiting organizations, and a time horizon of 12 tikne periods,

here interpretable as months.
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3.2.3.2.1 The State Space

A "state" of the recruiting process is a five-dimensional
th

vector whose i component is a number of recruits -- expressed

in any convenient "person-unit" -- that can have been obtained by
th

the i recruiting organization at any time. Thus, to say that the

recruiting subsystem is in state s 8P 3 sa, 54 , 5) at month k
th

is to say that the i recruiting organization has obtained s. person-

units of recruits at that time for i = 1, . ,5.

3.2.3.2.2 The Rewards and Penalties

The rewards and penalties that we associate with the recruit-

ing process are of two kinds, both of the penalty variety:

* a penalty for the allocation (and assumed subsequent

expenditure) of advertising funds to a recruiting

organization for a month;

0 a penalty for setting abnormally high or abnormally

low quotas for a recruiting organization for a month.

Note that these penalties depend only on the management controls as

to quota and advertising allocations, and not on the state of the recruit-

ing process.

3.2. 3.2.3 The Control Space

The management controls or decisions that we associate with

the recruiting process are of the two types that we have mentioned

several times above:
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a management control as to the quota for recruits

that it will assign to each of the recruiting organiza-

tions for each month;

a management control as to the advertising funds

that it will allocate to each of the recruiting organ-

izations for each month.

When the user has elected to specify controls for the recruiting

management, there will be a single known control of each type for

each recruiting organization. When the user has elected to deter-

mine optimal controls for the recruiting management, these will

be obtained from pre-defined sets of controls. In the latter case,

the current model is limited to at least three and at most four man-

agement controls of each of the two types for each of the five recruit-

, ing organizations per month; these are interpretable as "low quota,

"medium advertising allocation, " etc. The minimum of three

controls/organization-month arises from the desire to model the

actual controls of a real management with reasonable faithfulness.

- The maximum of four arises from computational considerations

* (see Section 3. 2.3. 2. 8).

3.2. 3.2.4 The Time Horizon

It is expected that most often the recruiting aid will be run

at the beginning of a year for the entire year. This is the case in

this example where, as mentioned previously, we have selected a

time horizon of 12 months. However, other time horizons (less

than 12 months) are also possible. Users of the aid might make
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such a selection when, for example, they desire at the middle of

a recruiting year to update results obtained previously when

they ran the aid at the beginning of the year.

3.2. 3.2.5 The Transition Probabilities

The transition probabilities carry a lion's share of the load

of portraying the dynamics of the recruiting process. We therefore

pay considerable attention to specifying these probabilities appropri-

ately in what follows below.

First, let pqa(t, k- I Is, k) denote the probability that a recruit-

ing process in state s at some time k will be in state t at the next

time k-l when the recruiting management makes a decision indexed

by:

0 q(s, k) as to the monthly quota that it will assign

to the recruiting organizations when in state s at

time k;

* a(s,k) as to the monthly advertising funds that it

-will allocate to the recruiting organizations when

in state s at time k.
0

Here, s and t are five-dimensional state vectors: s = (s l , s 3 , s 4 ,

s 5 ) and t = (ti, tZ, t 3 , t 4 , t 5 ). Similarly, the control indices q and a

are five-dimensional. Here also, the probabilities pqa(t, k-I Is,k)

depend on parameters whose effect is not explicitly exhibited in the

notation: market potentials, difficulties of recruiting, recruiter

effectivenesses, etc.
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We begin by assuming that the subordinate recruiting organ-

izations operate independently. Thus, we write

5 q.a.
pqa(t,k-1=s,k) n p 1i (tipk-l sip-k) (3)

i= 1

Thus, to specify the joint transition probabilities pqa(t, k- I I s, k),

we need only specify the marginal probabilities piq i a i (ti, k-IIsip k)

for the individual recruiting organizations.

Consider now one of the recruiting organizations -- say the
th thi . In the discussion below we will fix attention on this i organiza-

tion and seldom refer again to the others. For convenience, there-

fore, we will omit all subscripts "i" whenever no ambiguity is likely

to arise from doing so. For example,

(t,, k-I k)= (t, s,k).

The matter of selecting an appropriate functional form for

pqa (,k-I Isi, k) was the subject of much discussion during the early

phases of this project. We enquired about this with persons at the

Air Force Human Resources Laboratory, the Navy Personnel

Research and Development Center, and elsewhere. It appeared

then, and still does now, that an appropriate function, while esti-

,. Ie

Such dependencies might arise if, for example, it were the case
that the market areas of the subordinate recruiting organizations
overlapped to some extent.
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mable, is not now known. In the absence of information about this

function, therefore, we will make a rational assumption. A func-

tion that appears to have a reasonable form is shown in Figure 3.5a.

Note that the function p qa(,k-I Is, k) shown in Figure 3. 5a

(called a "tent function") assigns zero probability to states t S9 s

and to states t k s + a • q. This amounts to assuming that existing

recruits cannot be lost, and that no more recruits can be obtained

than a number a" q that is proportional to the quota assignment

index q, as is reasonable. To other states t -- those between s

and s +a- q -- a non-zero probability is assigned.

The maximum likelihood point s + m(s, k) of the tent function

shown in Figure 3. Sa depends on many factors. For example, for

a given state s and decision q as to the quota to be assigned to a

recruiting organization, a situation with adverse recruiting condi-

tions (as, e. g. , one with a low market potential, high difficulty of

recruiting, low recruiter effectiveness, a small amount of adver-

tising funds to be allocated, etc. ) might have transition probabili-

ties as shown in Figure 3. 5b, whereas a situation with relatively

good recruiting conditions might have transition probabilities as

shown in Figure 3. 5c.

The variable m(s,k) depends on the factors mentioned above.

*L

The scaling factor e in Figure 3.5 converts quota assignment
indices q into a certain number of persons, expressed in
person-units, that is appropriate for a particular recruiting

organization.
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Figure 3. 5a The "tent function" - - an assumed functional form
for the transition probabilities.

P, QOII. k I .k

Figure 3. 5b Transition probabilities under adverse recruiting
conditions.

P it i 1,I

Figure 3. 5c Transition probabilities under good recruiting
conditions.
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For a given index q(s,k) of the quota to be assigned to a recruiting

organization, and for a given choice of the index a(s,k) of advertis-

ing funds to be allocated, we will estimate m at time k as

m(s,k) = Y Oq(s,k) * (e(k)/d(k)) * r(a,k) (4)

where

y = a scaling constant;

d(k) = "difficulty of recruiting" at time k;

e(k) = "recruiter effectiveness" at time k;

r(a,k) = number of accessions expected for time period k

when advertising index "a" applies at that time.

This m has the right qualitative behavior. The users appropriate

choice of the scaling factor V should enable them to ensure that m

has the right quantitative behavior.

We have already discussed in Section 3. 2. 1 how we have

defined and can compute the difficulty d(k) of recruiting at time k

for a recruiting organizations, and in Section 3. 2. 2 how we have

defined and can compute the recruiter effectiveness e(k) at that

time for the organization. To complete a specification of the

All of these values may be different for different recruiting
organizations. All also depend on the category of recruits
for which the model is being run.
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transition probabilities, therefore, it remains to discuss how to

obtain the expected number r(a,k) of recruits that a recruiting

organization will obtain at time k if the recruiting management

makes allocation "a" of advertising funds to the organization at
*

that time.

The value of the advertising response function r(a,k) that

appears in our formula for the maximum likelihood point "Im" of a

transition probability function is based on a model due to Vidale and

* Wolfe [7] that represents the sales-response to advertising over

time. After adapting the Vidale-Wolfe advertising model to our

use, the basic equations are:

dr(a,k = p*Ak) pot(k)-r -r (r-b) (5)
dt pot(k)

where:

r(a,k) = expected number of recruits that will be obtained

by a recruiting organization at time k;

p(k) = an advertising response constant;

A(a) = advertising dollars allocated by the recruiting man-

agement to the recruiting organization under manage-

ment advertising decision index "a";

Here, as explained previously, "a" is a decision index that
indicates which advertising decision the management makes
with respect to the recruiting organization: I 1a ! 3 or
1 ! a < 4 depending on user choice.
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pot(k) = market potential at time k;

X(k) = a decay constant that measures the rate at which

accessions are not achieved at time k because of

"forgetting" an advertising message;

b(k) = expected number of recruits that would occur in

time period k in the absence of any advertising

effort.

Setting the derivative to zero gives the steady state solution of the

* above equations as

Xb(k) +pA(a) (6)

pot(k)

Thus, r(a,k) 2: b, and r(a,k) is increasing with A, as is intuitive.

At this point in our discussion of the transition probabilities,

we have indicated how to compute or otherwise obtain various func-

tions and parameters that the model needs. Many of these parameters

depend on certain other quantities such as market populations pop(L)

and potentials pot(A) at times A. These latter quantities, therefore,

must be available to users of the aid in order that they will be able to

specify the transition probabilities for the model. However, these

latter quantities are well removed from the recruiting model per

se. We therefore defer a discussion of where to find these quantities,

and how to use them, to Section 3. 3 on inputs to the recruiting aid.
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3.2.3.2.6 Value Computation

One of the computational module's raw outputs is a set of

"values, " one such value being associated with each state/time pair.

Such a value v(s,k) is a measure of how good it is for a recruiting

management to be in state s at time k k 0. In our scheme of things,

values are non-negative and small values are better.

The way that values v(s,k) are computed depends on whether

* the user of the computational module has chosen to specify control

policies for a recruiting management to use in assigning quotas

and allocating advertising funds to its subordinate recruiting organ-

izations, or whether it was chosen to have the module determine

"optimal" control policies and to imagine that the management

employs them. The user makes this choice at running time.

Consider first the case where a user of the module has

specified quota and advertising policies on a recruiting management.

In this case, the control indices q = qi(s,k) and a = ai(s,k) are known

to the user (and are available to the module) for all times k. Under

these conditions, the v(s,k) are taken as:

5 2 5
w s. -AFN if s. AFN;

ili=l

5 2 5

v(s,0) = w 2 Esi - AFN if Esi > AFN and LVO Z; (7a)
1=l j=l

5

10 if Zs > AFN and LVO=,

i=l
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5 qia.v~sk+1 n (tIs 1;a. +w E 1 qi -21

t i=1 P ti1 a i = I q i=l (7b)

penalty term

+ v(t,k)I (forka 0).

Here, w 1 , w 2 , w and w are weights supplied by the user at run-a q
ning time, and AFN is the Air Force's exogenously specified need

for recruits of a certain category over a certain period of time.

Notice that the penalty term in the above formula penalizes

the recruiting management for allocating advertising funds and for

assigning abnormally high or low quotas to them. The user-assigned

weights w and w make these penalties commensurable with thea q

values v(s, k).

Notice also that the values v(s,k) can be computed recur-

- sively from the above formulas for all states s and times k k 0.

For k 2 1, the values v(s,k) are just conditional expected values

over what could happen to the recruiting management at later times,

given that the management will use the specified control policies

as to assigning quotas and allocating advertising funds to its sub-

ordinate recruiting organizations.
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Consider next the case where a user of the module wishes to

examine what happens when the recruiting management employs

optimal control policies. In this case, the v(s,k) are taken as:

5 s 2 5

W,( AFN) if s 8  AFN;Wi=l ii=lS'

v(s, 0) = (8a)
, 5 2 5
W S. s.AFN} if s. > AFN;

" w2\i= ' i=li

4

5 qiai

v(s,k+l) = mT Pi (tisi)
ql... q 5  t i=l

(8b)

5 5
w a . +w 1 21 +v(t,k)a~ I qil

penalty term

(for k a 0).

Here, w I, w 2 , w, w and AFN have the same meanings as

described above. As in the previous case, the values v(s,k) can

be computed recursively from the above formulas for all states

s and times k a 0, the optimal control policies for quota assign-

ment and advertising allocations being produced (via exhaustive

enumeration) as a by-product of this computation. For k k 1, the
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v(s,k) are just conditional expected values over what could happen

to the recruiting management at later times under the supposition

that the management employs optimal control policies.

Besides the values v(s, k) discussed in the preceding section,

the computational module also provides as raw output the recruiting

management's control policies -- optimal or otherwise -- under

which these values were computed.

q

3.2. 3.2.7 Probabilities of State Occupancy

Another of the computational module's raw outputs is a set

of state occupancy probabilities, one such quantity being associated

with each state/time pair. A state occupancy probability p(sk) is

simply the probability that the recruiting process will be in state s

at time k.

We use the following formulas to compute the p(s,k):

1 ifs =b;
p(s, k 0 ) =I

0 0 otherwise;

p(s,k-1) Z pqa (s,k-lIt,k) . p(t,k) (for 1 k 9 k 0).
t

* The state occupancy probabilities are conditional on the

process being in some known state b at the beginning of
time for the run. The dependence of the p(s, k) on this b;
which is a user input, is not explicitly exhibited in the
notation.
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Here, k0 is the beginning of time for computations (e. g., k 0  12

for a typical run of the computational module over a 12-month time

span), and b is the known initial state. The indices q = q(s,k) and

a = a(s,k) are the recruiting management's quota control and adver-

tising control for state s and time k (optimal or not). The

pqa(s, k-I t, k) are the transition probabilities for the recruiting

process under these control strategies.

3.2.3.2.8 Computational Considerations

We have already mentioned in our overview of the recruiting

aid in Section 2. 2 that the aid's computation module can be compu-

tationally intense. While several factors contribute to this, the

lion's share of this burden is directly traceable to the fact that the

sizes of the state and decision spaces that we employ in our model

of the recruiting process -- the one that we have embedded in the

computational module -- can be "large. " Indeed, a reasonable

measure of the computational complexity C of the recruiting model

is the product S. D, where S is the number of states and D is the

number of management decisions per state: C = S- D.

In this section, we present formulas for the sizes S and D

of the state and decision spaces, respectively, under various con-

ditions. We also mention ways that a user of the module can reduce

its running time by trading away the recruiting model's built-in

flexibility and faithfulness to reality in return for smaller sizes

for the state and decision spaces.
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In the discussion to follow, let

G = number of subordinate recruiting organizations in

the recruiting (sub)system being modeled;

L = number of recruit attainment levels that we distin-

guish for each recruiting organization;

Q = number of decisions available to the recruiting

management in the (sub)system being modeled with

respect to assigning quotas to a particular subordi-

nate recruiting organization;

A = number of decisions available to the recruiting

management in the (sub)system being modeled

with respect to allocating advertising funds to a

particular subordinate recruiting organization;

Modeling in a straightforward fashion -- without resorting

- to "artwork" aimed at reducing the sizes of the state and decision

* spaces -- a recruiting (sub)system with G recruiting organizations,

L distinguishable levels of recruit attainment for each recruiting

This L, therefore, indicates the degree to which we resolve
recruits.

When the user elects to specify the recruiting management's

controls, we have Q = A = 1. When the user elects to deter-

mine optimal controls, we have Q = 3 or 4 and A = 3 or 4 at

the user's choice, as explained previously.
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organization, Q management quota-related decisions per recruiting

organization and A management advertising-related decisions per

recruiting organization requires state and decision spaces having

the following sizes:

S = L G

41 D = (QA)

When G = 5 and L = 10, and when Q = A = 3 (the usual user choice
in the case when they want the module to determine optimal controls),

5 5
we have S = 10 and D = 9 = 59049. A model with this many states

and this many decisions per state must be considered "large" even

in today's world of large and fast computers.

Clever methods to reduce the sizes of the recruiting model's

state and decision spaces are, of course, possible. However, a

model that is initially "too large" cannot be made feasible even with

the cleverest of artwork. For this reason, we have set limits on

the recruiting (sub)system that can be modeled as follows:

* the number of subordinate recruiting organizations

can be at most 5;

the number of quota assignments that the central

recruiting management can choose from in assign-

ing quotas to each organization is at most 4;
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the number of funding allocations that the central

management can choose from in allocating funds

to each organization is at most 4;

the number of recruiting time periods over which

recruiting can occur is at most 12.

These limits are enforced via hardwiring in the computer code that

implements the computational module.
I

Even within these limits, a user of the computational

module may still find it appropriate to give up some of the recruit-

ing model's faithfulness and flexibility in order to reduce its com-

putational complexity. Three methods for doing this are discussed

below. The first of these methods is directed at reducing the size

of the model's state space. The other two are directed at reducing

the size of the model's decision space. All three methods are made

available to the user of the computational module at running time.

7We have noted above that a model of a recruiting subsystem
with G subordinate recruiting organizations, each of whose recruit-

ing attainments are distinguished at L levels, has a state space with

L states. However, some of these states are unlikely ever to be

occupied by the real recruiting system. For example, if the recruit-

ing system begins a time of operation in state b = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0) --

that is, with no recruits -- then such states as (0,0,0,0, 10),

(1,3, 2, 10, 2), (8, 8, 7, 1, 9) and others, some of whose components

differ by a "large" amount, are unlikely for the recruiting system.

More generally, if the recruiting system begins a time of operation
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in state b (bVb 2 , b 3 , b4 , b5 ), then states s = (s l 0s a V3 , 4 s 5 ) with

(si- bi/ i - (sj-bj)/Ctj i h

for any i j are usually unlikely for it.* Users of the computational

module may, therefore, feel that they can, without undue damage to

the model's portrayal of the dynamics of the recruiting process,

reduce the size of the model's state space by excluding from it these

unlikely states.

Limiting the state space to consist of only those states that

satisfy the above formula results in a state space size S of

S = (h+l)G + (L-h-l) - [(h+l) G - h G.

This h is specifiable by a user of the computational module at running

time. With G = 5, L = 10 and h = 4, we get S = 13630. This com-

pares favorably with the sizes S = LG = 105 that applies when we do

not exclude unlikely states in this manner.

We have also noted above that a model of a recruiting (sub)

system with G subordinate recruiting organizations and Q and A

management decisions per organization concerning, respectively,

quota assignments and advertising allocations, has a decision space

with (QA) G decisions. Just as some of the states in a full sized

state space seem unlikely as described above, some of the deci-

These et. are the same as the scaling factors Lsed to compute
the transition probabilities (see Figures 3. 5a - 3. 5c).
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sions in the full decision space may be considered inappropriate

in some cases.

Indeed, it appears that a decision may be inappropriate for

two reasons. On the one hand, a decision (q,a) -- that is, a deci-

sion q = (qlpq 2 q3 q4 q5 ) and a = (a,a 2,a a4, a5) -- might be

considered "intra -organization-inappropriate" if there is a mis-

match between qi and a. for some i, I r i: 5. For example, a

decision (q,a) with q4 = 3 and a4 = 1 might be considered inappropri-

ate in this sense because this decision would assign a larger-than-

0 normal monthly quota to one of the recruiting organizations (namely,

recruiting organization #4), while allocating a smaller-than-normal

amount of advertising funds to that organization. Similarly, a deci-

sion (q, a) with q4 = I and a4 = 3 might be considered inappropriate.

On the other hand, a decision (q, a) might be considered "extra-

organization-inappropriate" if there is a mismatch in the qi for

1 S iS 5, or in the a. for 1 s: i :9 5. For example, a decision1

q = (1, 1, 1, 1, 3) might be considered inappropriate in this sense

because this decision would assign lower-than-normal monthly

quotas to recruiting organizations 1 - 4 while assigning a higher-

than-normal monthly quota to organization #5, thus splitting the

recruiting load unevenly among the five recruiting organizations.

Consider first the intra-organization decision mismatches.

Figure 3. 6a shows a matrix of quota and advertising decisions

available to any one of the five recruiting organizations. (In the

figure, we have assumed that the number Q of quota decisions and

the number A of advertising decisions available to the recruiting

44
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Advertising Index

_D 000(D0
)(1, 1) (1,7) (1,3) (1.4)

(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

3 (3,1) (3,Z) (3,3) (3,4)

a
(4,1) (4,2) (4,3) (4,4)

Figure 3.6a Decision matrix for quota assignment of advertising-
fund-allocation for a particular recruiting organization.

Advertising Index

( 0 (1,1) (1,z) (1,3) (1,4)

(D] (2. 1) (2,7.) (2,3) (2,4)

0 (3,2) (3,3) (3,4)

14 2 (4,3) (4,4)

Figure 3.6b Decision matrix with two lower diagonals deleted.

* Advertising Index

®@ 0 0)

S(2,1) (2,2) (2,3) (2,4)

0 0 (3,1) (3,2) (3, 3) (3,4)

() (4,1) (4, Z) (4,3) (4,4)

Figure 3.6c Decision matrix with one upper diagonal deleted.
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organizations are Q = A = 4.) Because large quotas and low adver-

tising fund allocations for a particular organization may be consid-

ered inappropriate as suggested above, we may wish to eliminate

decision combinations corresponding to one or more lower diagonals

of the decision matrix, as illustrated in Figure 3. 6b. Similarly,

we may wish to eliminate the decisions corresponding to one or more

upper diagonals, as illustrated in Figure 3. 6c. We call this decision-

eliminating-procedure the "corner cutting procedure."

When the corners of the decision matrices for all of the

recruiting organizations are cut in the same way, and if DL and

D denote the number of lower and upper diagonals, respectively.DU

that are cut off from each organization's decision matrix, the

number of decisions in the decision space is

'D /D L " (DL+l) D (Du+I)ll

For example, ifG 5 and Q = A = 3, and if D D U = 1, then D =7 5=
L U

16807. This compares with the size D = 59049 that applies when we

do not exclude inappropriate intra-organization decisions from the

decision space.

Consider next the extra-organization decision mismatches.

As suggested above, a user of the computational module may con-

sider quota assignments q = (ql q2 , q3 q4 q 5 ) for which

max Iq-qj 1' k
l j i S5 q
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(where k is some user-specified constant) to be so uneven as toq

be inappropriate. Such users are, in effect, saying that they feel

that all indices qj for admissible quota decision vectors q should

come from the same one of a number of subsets of the full set of Q

decision indices. Similar comments apply to advertising decisions.

To illustrate these extra-organization mismatches, suppose

that Q = 4 (and that the full set of quota decision indices is (1,2, 3,43).
iJ

If the user chooses to use the full quota decision space, any of the

* four quota assignments could be given to each of the five recruiting

*organizations. Some of these combinations are, of course, uneven.

Users could, however, choose to eliminate what they consider to be

uneven quota decision vectors q by insisting that all indices qj come

from the subset (1, 23 or from the subset (2, 33, or from the subset

(3,4). Other choices of subsets are also possible.

More generally, suppose that the user divides the Q quota

decision indices into nQ subsets of mQ indices each, and insists

that a quota decision vector q = (qlp q2 , q 3 0 q 4 0 q 5 ), to be admis-

* sible, must draw all of its indices qj from any one of these subsets.

Similarly, suppose that the user divides the A advertising decision

indices into nA subsets of mnA indices each, and defines an admissible

advertising decision vector a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 , a5 ) as being one for

which the a. all come from any one of these subsets. Under these
i

conditions, the number D of admissible decisions is

D (n n)( (m )
Q A Q A

if the subsets do not overlap, and is less than this quantity otherwise.
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As an example of the utility of this procedure, suppose that

G = 5 and that Q = A = 3. Suppose also that a decision (q, a) is con-

sidered admissible only if its quota indices q. all come from the

subset f 1,2) or all from the subset (2, 33, and similarly, the a.J
must all come from (1, 2) or from (2, 33. In this case, n0 =nA =2

and mQ = m A  , and

5
D - (2. 2). (2.2) = 4096.

This compares with the size D = 59049 that applies when the user

does not exclude inappropriate "extra-organization" decisions in

this manner.

Finally, note that a user of the computational module could

elect to keep the recruiting model's decision space at a manageable

level by excluding from the space both intra-organization-inappropriate

decisions and extra-organization-inappropriate decisions. Both

options are, in fact, made available to the user at running time.

The size of the decision space under these conditions depends
on how the user chooses the subsets of admissible quota and
advertising indices.
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3. 3 Inputs to the Computational Module

A user of the computational module may elect either to

provide the inputs that the module requires at running

time, or to have the module obtain all necessary data from a pre-

viously prepared disk data file. In the former case, the module

prompts the user to make all necessary entries.

Whichever method of data entry is selected by the user,

* the module:

* S displays the inputs to the user;

4
0 checks that the inputs appear to be reasonable;

0 warns the user as to any perceived improprieties

in the input data;

* makes an input editing capability available to the

user.

For the user's convenience all input items carry an identifying

number. These ID numbers appear to the user at the time of data

entry. They are also known to the module for data editing pur-

poses.

There are 26 types of inputs to the computational module.

These are listed in Table 3. 1. A user of the module should be

able to understand what is needed for most of the items just from

the "brief description" given in the table together with the indicated

references to other sections of this report where they are dis-
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cussed in more detail. For other input items, namely input types

13, 14, 16, 17 and 18, amplification seems necessary. These

amplifications are given in the remainder of this section.

First, we discuss input types 13 and 14 -- the suboptimal

control parameters. As mentioned previously, a user of the compu-

tational module can elect to specify the quota controls qi(s, k) and

funding controls a.(s, k) that the central recruiting management will

apply to the i subordinate recruiting organization for i = 1,..., 5
when the recruiting (sub)system is in'state s at time k. This is done

4" according to the following scheme:

I if x.(s,k) C (--, 1)

qi(s,k) = 2 if x(s,k) c [1, bg]

3 if x.(s,k) C (b 9 , )

1 if yi(s,k) c (- -, 1)

a.(s, k) =) [1, c 9 ]

13 if yi(s, k) (c 9 , am)

where:

x.(s,k ) b 1 k • 6A FN " b 7 .
_ I+

ax /  " FN'

y (s, k) =cik )6(1 AFN) 1+
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for i-- 1,... ,5, and where:

k = time horizon (input item #Z);max

AFN = Air Force need (input item #1);

ths. i component of state vector s;
5

s

Here, parameters b I ... b and Cl ' c9 are input items 12
1'9 9l..

and 13, respectively. They are provided by the user at running

time.

The idea behind the formulas for the x.(s,k) and yi(s,k) is

to give the user the flexibility to specify many different control

policies quickly and efficiently. For example, a user can arrange

to have qi(s,k) = 1 for all s and k by choosing bI = b2 = b3 = b 4
b5 = 0. Similarly, they can arrange for all ai(s,k) = 3 by taking

c = c= = c = c = 2, c = c = C = 0 and c = 1. More
cI  2 =3 4 5 '67 8 9
generally, the user can design controls that have the "right" behavior

with respect to:

* the time remaining to obtain recruits;

* the number of recruits already obtained by the

recruiting (sub)system as a whole;

0 the number of recruits already obtained by each

of the recruiting organizations. -
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This is evident from the functional forms for the x.(s, k) and yi(s, k)
as given above.

Nex:t, we discuss input types 16, 17 and 18 -- the difficulties

of recruiting d(k), the recruiter effectivenesses e(k), and the adver-

tising response functions r(a, k). As indicated in the defining equa-

tions (1), (2) and (6), respectively, these quantities all depend on

market populations pop(,) and market potentials pot(f) at various

time points I.

ith
The market population figures popi(1) for the i recruiting

organization (i = 1,... .5) are available as raw data. This data can

be conveniently obtained from the "non-prior-service military-

available" files of the Recruit Market Network data base. This file

gives the number of individuals between ages 17 and 21, along with

the number that are considered militarily available, for each recruit-

ing area. This data came originally from the 1970 Census of Popula-

tion and has been updated annually using mobility and morbidity data

provided by the Census Bureau. Since the data is organized by

recruiting service boundaries, it can be entered directly into the

* computational module.

th
Estimates of market potentials pot,(A) for the i recruiting

organization over the 1 th time period can be obtained via regression

analysis using data currently collected, or data that could be col-

* lected, by the Market Analysis Division of the Air Force Recruiting

Service. However, we want these estimates to be fair estimates in

the sense that they should not reflect the effectiveness of the recruiters
th

who happen to be in the i organization at the time to which the data
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applies. For this reason, it is necessary to modify the usual

methods of regression in a manner now to be explained.

First, do a regression analysis on enlistments:

enl.(A) = (A)X. +Z b.(A)yi.
3 3

where:

enl.(,L) = enlistments obtained by ith recruiting organiza-
1 thtion during -t time period;

x.. = independent variable that is not influenced by
2j

recruiter effectiveness;

yij = independent variable that is influenced by

recruiter effectiveness;

a.(A), b (A) = coefficients applicable to time period A.3 3j

This regression gives us the coefficients a.(A) and b.(A).

- Next, we compute the average of the variables yi. that do

depend on recruiter effectiveness:

G
- 1

yj G. 13j

where G is the number of recruiting organizations. Such a y. is
3

a typical value of the yii from which it was obtained, but the effect

- This is necessary for several reasons. For example, it is
necessary so that the true effectiveness of a recruiting organi-
zation can be identified and appropriately recognized.
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of differing relative effectivenesses of the recruiting organizations

has been washed out. The market potential poti(A) for enlistments
.th

from the i organization can now be taken as

pot(A) = Xa(A)xij + b (A)y.
3 J

Note that these estimates of market potential must be obtained for

each category of recruit for which one wishes to run the model.

Notice also that the choice of the xi 's and the yij Is depends on data

availability at a given time and the R values that different combina-

tions of these variables produce. The combination that produces the
2

highest R should be used.

The important point of the above discussion is that the x. .Is

must be pure variables like per capita income, unemployment, high

school ASVAB leads, advertising response, number of local Air Force

Bases, QMA or QHS per square mile, etc. The yij will be variables

like past Air Force accessions, which have tended to receive heavy

weights in past regression analyses on enlistments.

As presented, the above equation for the poti(J) is cross-

sectional in form. Whenever new data becomes available, the

regressions on enlistments and computations of market potential

should be redone. Over time, this will result in a set of values

poti(-) that can be used not only in determining difficulties of recruit-

ing, recruiter effectivenesses, and other quantities, but also in fore-

casting trends in enlistments.
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3.4 Outputs of the Computational Module

Each run of the computational module results in the following

"1raw outputs:"

* identifying information about the run (including

input data);

* computational results:

- values v(s, k);

I - decisions q(s,k) and a(s,k) (optimal or otherwise);

- state occupancy probabilities p(s,k).

The module writes these outputs on a semi-permanent disk file, as

illustrated in Figure 3. 2.

As mentioned previously, the raw output disk files produced

by the computational module are accessible to the display module.

The display module then post-processes the raw outputs to produce

"finished outputs." These matters are discussed more fully in

Chapter 4 on the display module.

60
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4.0 THE DISPLAY MODULE

The display module of the Air Force Recruiting Aid:

accesses the raw output files produced by the

aid's computational module;

6 post-processes these outputs as necessary to

produce certain "finished" outputs;

I

* S displays the finished outputs in varions ways on

one or more display terminals, as requested by

the user.

The display module is runnable only in interactive mode.

In this chapter, a macro-description of the recruiting

aid's display module is given. The description here is "macro"

in the same sense that the description of the aid's computational

module in Chapter 3 was "macro," namely, in that the display

module in terms of its structure, input and outputs is described.*

The algorithms used in the display module, being straightforward,
are not discussed here.
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4. 1 Structure of the Display Module

Figure 4. 1 shows the display module's major lines of user

control and information flow. As with the computational module, a

user of the display module deals with it through a control dialogue.

After the module has all necessary control inputs, it accesses the

raw data produced by a run of the computational module, post-

processes the raw output as necessary, and displays it to the user

in various ways.

4.2 Inputs to the Display Module

All inputs to the display module are control inputs. There

are no data inputs.

A user of the display module can, via appropriate selection

of the control inputs, specify:

the kind of information to be displayed;

* the type of information to be displayed;

* the amount of information to be displayed.

These output options are all described in the next section.
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CONTROL
DIALOGUE

GET RAW OUTPUT
, FROM DISK FILE
I

POST-PROCESS
RAW OUTPUT

AS NECESSARY

, I

LINE PRINTER TEKTRONIX UNISCOPE
TERMINAL TERMINAL

Figure 4. 1 Display module's major lines of user
control and information flow.
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4.3 Outputs of the Display Module

As mentioned in the previous section, a user of the display

module can select output options as to:

0 the kind of output:

- raw;

- post-processed;

0 the type of output:

- values and decisions;

- state occupancy probabilities;

* the amount of output:

- all;

- some.

Not all combinations of options are possible (not all are sensible).

-There is one kind of raw output. A user of the computational

module who elects to look at raw output will see just exactly that;

namely, non-post-processed output from a run of the computational

module. Users of the display module who elect to look at raw out-

put cannot select the type of information they wish to see; they will

see values, decisions and state occupancy probabilities. They can,

however, select the amount of information they wish to see: either

all or some. Information in the latter amount is likely to be of use

only to persons involved in maintaining the recruiting aid.

Figure 4. 2 shows the informational content of raw output:

for each state/time pair, a value, a set of decisions concerning

quota assignment and advertising fund allocations for a recruiting

olb¢ m .4
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management with respect to its subordinate recruiting organizations,

and a state/time occupancy probability. This information is, of

course, interpretable only in the context of the inputs to the compu-

tational module from which it was produced.

There are several kinds of post-processed outputs. A user

of the display module who elects to look at post-processed outputs

must also choose the particular kind of post-processed output desired:

TYPE DESCRIPTION

Ia. A graph or table showing the probability that the
recruiting (sub)systems will have recruited various
numbers of recruits at various times;

lb. A graph or table showing the probability that a
selected subordinate recruiting organization will
have recruited various numbers of recruits at

. various times;

2a. A graph or table showing the expected number (and

standard deviation) of recruits that the recruiting
(sub)system will have recruited by various times;

2b. A graph or table showing the expected number (and
standard deviation) of recruits that a selected sub-
ordinate recruiting organization will have recruited
at various times;
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TYPE DESCRIPTION

3a. The probability that the recruiting (sub)system will
be within ® ) % of the Air Force need by time

3b. The number of recruits that the recruiting (sub)

system will obtain by time @with probability at
least®.

Thus, output types Za and Zb are aggregates of output types la and

* lb, respectively. We call output types 3a and 3b "user queries."

The circled quantities in the above description of these output types

are provided by the user in response to prompts from the display

module.

Examples of post-processed output types la and lb are

shown in Figures 4. 3a and 4. 3b. Examples of post-processed out-

put types 2a and 2b are shown in Figures 4. 4a and 4. 4b, respec-

tively.

6
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PROBABILITY

. TIME = 12

TIME = 11

TIME = 10

TIME =0

RECRUITS OBTAI

" BY RECRUITING
AIR (SUB)SYSTEM

FORCE
NEED

Figure 4. 3a Post-processed Output Type IA -- A graph or

table showing probability that the recruiting
(sub)system will have recruited various numbers
of recruits at various times.
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PROBABI LITY

" TIME = 1 2

•. ,4[_ /TIME=11

TIME = 10

TIE0

RECRUITS OBTAIN
BY ith RECRUITI
ORGAN IZATION

Figure 4. 3b Post-processed Output Type 1B -- A graph or
table showing the probability that the i th recruiting

D i organization will have recruited various numbers

of recruits at various times.
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STANDARD
MEAN DEVIATIONTIME OF SUM OF SUM

12 0.0 4.1.
11 10.2 9.5

10 19.7 27.7
4

0 120.1 411.8

NOTE: "SUM" REFERRED TO HERE IS THE SUM OF STATE
COMPONENTS (I.E., TOTAL NUMBER RECRUITED).

Figure 4. 4a Post-processed Output Type ZA -- A graph or table
showing certain aggregates of the probability distri-
bution for the recruiting (sub)system having recruited
various numbers of recruits at various times.
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MIX '

STANDARD

MEAN OF DEVIATION OF
TIME COMPONENT COMPONENT

12 0.0 0.8

11 2.1 1.4

046 9.';

0 9.9 11,0

Figure 4.4b. Post-processed Output Type 2B -- A graph or

table showing certain aggregates of the probability
thdistribution for the i recruiting organization

having recruited various numbers of recruits at
various times.
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5.0 AN EXAMPLE

In this section we illustrate AFRA using a test case based

on a real-world recruiting situation. Consider a recruiting (sub)

system with a recruiting management and two subordinate recruiting

organizations. Suppose that the recruiting organizations have mar-

ket areas that vary significantly in their recruiting potential. Assume

that the total number of recruits needed is 28, 000. At 2, 000 recruits

per person-unit, the first input, Air Force Need, is set at 14 person-

units. To accommodate the strength differences among the groups,

10 different levels of recruit attainment will be allowed for each organ-

ization. We allow three time periods (months) for the goal to be

achieved, and three levels of quota and funding allocation for each

recruiting organization.

5.1 Market Potential Data and Other Inputs

The market characteristics of the two organizations are sum-

rmarized in Table 5. 1. As shown, organization #1 is the weaker of

-' the two because the market potential, pot(1), of its area represents

a smaller fraction of the raw age-eligible population than is the case

for organization #2. Hence the difficulty of recruiting measure for

organization #1 is higher than for organization #2. However, since

recruiters in organization #1 have managed to come close to reach-

ing their enlistment goals in the past, the effectiveness rating of

this group is also quite high. In contrast, organization #2 can be

considered relatively strong. Out of a smaller raw age-eligible

population, there are almost twice as many potential recruits as

in organization #1's area. Thus the difficulty of recruiting is much

72
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Table 5. 1 Market potential for the two recruiting
organizations in the test case.

GROUP 1 GROUPZ2

RAW POPULATION 110,500 90,000

POT(1) 10,000 18,000

DIFFICULTY OF
*RECRUITING .91 .80

h(Jt) RECRUITS 9,700 18, 850

RECRUITER
EFFECTIVENESS .89 .84

ADVERTISING
VARIABLES:

b(k) 667 1,200

p .04 .08

* EXPEC TED

ACCESSIONS:

r (1,k, 1) 2,150 4,047

r (2, k, 1) 3,072 5,781

r (3, k, 1) 3,686 6, 937
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lower and, despite good recruiting success, the effectiveness rating

is lower as well.

The advertising variables indicate that the base recruiting

rates b(k) that apply in the absence of advertising are set at 20%

of the market potential for each time period. Since there are three

time periods in this test case, the b(k) and the response figures

r(a,k, A) are roughly one-third of each group's total market poten-

tial. Examination of the response-per-dollar-spent parameter, p,

shows one reason why organization #2 does so well; past figures

indicate that the area is twice as responsive to advertising effort as

is the area of organization #1. The sales decay parameter X is set

at . 1 for both groups. The expected accessions figures arise from

the steady-state solution of the equation given in Section 3. 2. 3.2.5.

If we take an advertising index of 2 as representing an "average"

expenditure level, we can see that dropping the level to 1 reduces

the accessions by 30% and increasing the level to 3 raises the acces-

sions by 20%. In terms of numbers of expected enlistees, organiza-

tion #2 is almost twice as strong as organization #1.

The actual input values for this test case are shown in Table

5.2.
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Table 5. 2 Inputs for the Test Case.

Input
Number Name of Input Input Value

1 Air Force Need 14 person-units

2 Time Horizon 3 time periods

3 Number of Recruiting 2
Organizations

4 Number of Recruit Attain- 10
* ment Levels for Each

Recruiting Organization

5 Maximum Weighted 4
Difference between State/
Starting State Component
Values

6 Type of Computation 2 (optimal decisions)

7 Number of Quota Decisions 3
Available to Central Recruit-
ing Management for Each

Recruiting Organization

8 Number of Funding Deci- 3
sions Available to Central
Recruiting Management for
each Recruiting Organization

9 Number of Lower Diagonals 1
Eliminated in the Corner
Cutting Procedure (Decision
Space Reduction Method #1)

10 Number of Upper Diagonals I
Eliminated in the Corner
Cutting Procedure (DecisionSpace Reduction Method #1)
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Table 5. 2 (Conrinued)

Input
Number Name of Input Input Value

11 Maximum Extra- 1
Organization Difference

between Quota Assignments

12 Maximum Extra- 2
Organization Difference
between Funding Assign-

ments

13 Suboptimal Control "B" NIA

Parameters
Io

14 Suboptimal Control "C" N/A
Parameters

15 Gamma .5

16 Difficulties of Recruiting Organization 1 Organization 2

.91 .80
.91 .80

H .91 .80

17 Recruiter Organization 1 Organization 2
Effectivenesses 89

.89 .84

.89 .84H .89 .84

18 Advertising Response Level 1 Level 2 Level 3
Function (Person-Units) 6 1.075 1536 1843

0
" 2. 023 Z.890 3.468

19 Alpha Factors Organization I Organization 2

.72 1.3

l loast Value Option 2 (Variable Penalty)



Table 5. 2 (Continued)

Input
Number Name of Input Input Value

21 Under-achievement 1
Penalty Coefficient

22 Over-achievement .25
Penalty Coefficient

23 Quota Reward Weight .5

Z4 Funding Reward Weight 1

25 Starting State 000

26 Maximum CPU Time .001 minutes
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5.2 Results

Table 5. 3 is all of the raw output from the computational

module for this example. Thus, Table 5. 3 is an example of the

output that is illustrated in Figure 4. 2. Note that, when the recruit-

ing (sub)system is close to having met its goal of 14 person-units of

recruits (this is indicated by the system being in a state whose com-

ponents sum to a number close to 14) and has a "long" time for

recruiting left before the end of the time horizon (i. e., as at times

3 or 2), the quota allocations and funding allocations to the two sub-
4

ordinate recruiting organizations are small. Conversely, when the

recruiting (sub)system is far from having met its goal and there is

little time for recruiting remaining, these allocations are high.

These facts are intuitively plausible.

Table 5. 4 shows the probabilities that various total numbers

of person-units of recruits will be obtained by the two subordinate

recruiting organizations at various times. Figure 5. 1 displays this

information graphically. Thus, Table 5. 4 and Figure 5. 1 are exam-

- ples of post-processed information Type IA, as discussed in Section

4. 3 and illustrated in Figure 4. 3a.

Table 5. 5 shows the means and standard deviations of the

probability densities tabulated in Table 5. 4 and displayed graphically

in Figure 5. 1. (Table 5.5 also repeats these same probability densi-

ties themselves, but to a smaller number of significant figures than

in Table 5.4). Thus, Table 5.5 is an example of post-processed

output Type ZA, as discussed in Section 4. 3 and illustrated in Figure

4. 4a. Notice how the mean number of recruits, along with the stan-

dard deviation thereof, increase with time in a manner that is evident

from the graphs in Figure 5. 1. These facts too are intuitively plausi-

ble.
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Figure 5. 1 Probabilities of having various numbers of recruits
at various times.
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6.0 DIRECTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL WORK

The Air Force Recruiting Aid (AFRA) is "working" on the

UNIVAC 1108 at the Air Force Human Resources Laboratory (AFHRL)

in the sense that it runs in what is now considered to be an appropriate

manner. However, there are several directions in which additional

work on the aid seems necessary before it will be ready to turn over

to operational users:

0 testing and evaluation;

0 improved availability and reliability of inputs;

* 0 refinements and extensions.

We discuss each of these areas very briefly in turn below.

6. 1 Testing and Evaluation

It is recommended that AFRA be tested and evaluated in the

following ways before being turned over to operational users:

0 evaluate the appropriateness and utility of the

aid's outputs;

S evaluate the feasibility of the aid's inputs;

* determine the sensitivity of the aid to various

parameters, functional forms and submodels;

* evaluate the aid's ease of use.
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The need for these tests and evaluations scarcely requires

comment. AFRA's outputs and inputs need to be evaluated for suit-

ability and feasibility, respectively, in order to be sure that the aid

is providing information that is in fact useful to users without being

too costly in terms of the effort required to get it. Determining

AFRA's sensitivities to the items mentioned above is vital because

these sensitivities dictate the degree to which input data must be

accurate and the degree to which refinements and extensions to the

aid's functional forms and submodels are necessary. Finally,

AFRA should be used, not just sit "on the shelf;" therefore, an

assessment of the aid's ease of use should be made.

6.2 Improved Availability and Reliability of Inputs

Currently, AFRA's utility is limited by two factors having

to do with the aid's input data, namely:

* availability of the input data;

* reliability of the input data.

In particular, many of the aid's input parameters are not readily

available to users because they must assemble these data before run-

ning the aid on the basis of other data at a lower level of aggregation.

Similarly, there may be questions about the reliability of this data.

The matter of data availability may be handled by creating

and using a data base. The data base would be maintained and

updated on a periodic basis using modern data base management

techniques. The matter of data reliability can be addressed first

by determining the degree to which the data needs to be accurate

(via sensitivity analysis -- see Section 6. 1) and employing modern
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estimation techniques. In fact, it appears that the estimation pro-

cess can take place as part and parcel of the data base management

process.

6.3 Refinements and Extensions

There are several directions in which AFRA can be:

refined -- improved in the details of the recruiting

model's portrayal of some aspect of the recruiting

process;
q4

* extended -- improved in the fundamentals of the

recruiting model's portrayal of some aspect of

the recruiting process.

These now appear to have mainly to do, respectively, with:

0 a ref:nement in the portrayal of the effect of adver-

tising on recruiting;

* an extension improving the way that the recruiting

model accounts for recruits being gained by the

subordinate recruiting organizations for the recruit-

ing management.

As explained in Section 3. 2. 3. 2. 5, AFRA's recruiting model

portrays advertising as affecting manpower markets in the manner

first described by Vidale and Wolfe [7]. While the Vidale-Wolfe model

is a cornerstone of the mathematical theory of advertising, it is

undeniably old. More importantly, it is now recognized as being not

particularly faithful to the dynamics of advertising.
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Much good work in the mathematical theory of advertising

has recently been done. In particular, researchers have recently

shown how to:

0 embed the Vidale-Wolfe model of the dynamics of

advertising in a larger structure involving decision

making and control (Sasieni [5]);

0 represent the times by which the responses to

* advertising lag the advertising expenditures which

produce them (Mann [4]);

0 postulate the existence of a stock of 'goodwill" that

is buildable and maintainable through advertisirn

but which can deteriorate through forgetting

(Tapiero [6]);

* model advertising as affecting manpower markets

in a stochastic (rather than deterministic) fashion

(Tapiero [6]).

7 These concerns seem legitimate, and the models proposed for

* dealing with them convincing. The applicability to AFRA of the

contributions of these authors should be considered.
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